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WEAK NONLINEARITY 
OF GROWTH CURVE MODELS 
LUBOMÍR KUBÁČEK 
(Communicated by Gejza Wimmer) 
ABSTRACT. In a deformation measurement a link between the mean value of 
an observation vector and coordinates characterizing an investigated object need 
not be linear. Also functions characterizing the time course of coordinate changes 
of points need not be linear in parameters. Thus the problem arises whether esti­
mators can be obtained by linear methods or not. Some criteria for a linearization 
are given in the paper. 
1. Introduction 
Deformation measurement can be characterized as follows. Several points 
characterizing a state of an investigated object (dams, bridges, gas holders, etc.) 
are located on it. Their positions are given by a fc-dimensional coordinate vec­
tor (3 eRk (fc-dimensional Euclidean space). The value of (3 is changing during 
the investigation and it can be expressed in the form {/3}i = (3{ = /JT(£,7J, 
i = 1,. . . ,fc, where /^(-, ••) is a known function and j { is an unknown vector 
parameter linked with the time varying coordinate (3{ and t is the time. The posi-
tions of the vector (3 are measured at several time moments £-_,..., tm (epochs), 
and differences among vectors ^(t^,... ,(3(tm) characterized by a time course 
of the functions /J^-, • • ) , . . . , Pk(-, ••) are a basis for studying a behaviour of the 
investigated object deformations. (Another model of deformation measurement 
is investigated in [3].) 
Positions of characterizing points, i.e. values (3(tx),..., (3(tm) of the vector (3 
at the times £-_,..., tm, respectively, are determined in m experiments, each of 
them characterized by a nonlinear regression model. The models are linearized 
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and, by a standard method, estimators $(tx),... ,$(tm) from these experiments 
are determined. Then a problem arises how to estimate parameters 7^ ,2 = 
1 , . . . , k, occurring in the functions P{(-, ••), i = 1 , . . . , k. 
A standard procedure is the following one. At time points tx,..., tm, approx-
imate values /30 {, i = 1 , . . . , ra , of the vector (3 (i.e. a position of the charac-
terizing points) are known and the nonlinear regression models are linearized at 
them, i.e. the linear term in the Taylor series of the model is used only. Thus 
the estimators 0(t{), i = 1 , . . . , m, are given in the form /3(t{) = (30i + S0(t{), 
i = 1 , . . . , m. The vectors $(t{), i = 1 , . . . , m, are a basis for a determination of 
the parameters j i , i = 1 , . . . , k. In general the functions /^(-, 7^) are nonlinear 
in the parameter 7^ and thus again a problem of linearization arises. 
Since a utilization of a nonlinear estimation theory in the investigated case 
is complicated, the linearization of the mentioned regression models and the 
functions / ^ ( v ) seems to be the only possible way. Nevertheless it can lead 
to nonadmissible biases in estimators of the vectors /3(^), 7^, i = l , . . . , k , 
and their variances, i.e. to a nonadequate interpretation of the deformations. In 
practice it can have far-reaching consequences. 
The aim of the paper is to contribute to a solution of the problem in such 
a way that there are given sufficient conditions under which estimators of the 
vectors Z ? ^ ) , . . . ,/3(tm), and the parameters 7 X , . . . , 7 ^ , can be obtained in the 
framework of linear models. The conditions are based on measures of nonlinearity 
inspired by B a t e s and W a t t s [1]. 
2. N o t a t i o n s a n d aux i l ia ry s t a t e m e n t s 
Let Y{ be an observation vector at the time t{, i = l , . . . , r a , and let 
^i ~ ^ n { ^ [ ^ ( ^ ' ^ ) ] ' ^ } ' i-e- ^i IS n o r m a i i y distributed with the mean value 
f [/3(^,7)] and the covariance matrix S . The known function f[/3(ti,
/y)] is of 
the form 
{ ^ ( < . . 7 ) ] } , - = / J / 9 i ( * . , 7 1 ) , . . . , ^ ( * j , 7 f c ) h s = l,...,n. 
The vectors Y1,...,Ym are stochastically independent. 
In practice, in horizontal deformations the functions f{((3) are of two kinds. 
When a distance between points P(Pr,/3r+1) and P(PS,PS+1) is measured, 
fM = y/(Ps-Pr)2 + (0s^-Pr+l)
2' 
When an angle at a point P(fir,Pr+1) between directions on points P(Ps,Ps+i) 
and P(PvPt+i) is measured, then 
w-"*&)-»«(^)' 
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The functions /^(vO a r e either chosen after several experiments, when a 
time course of values /^(f-J, • • • ,Pi(tm) hint a type of the function, or it is 
known from a theory of investigated deformations what kind of function have to 
be chosen. 
In some cases, e.g. in vertical deformation measurements, experiments for 
a determination of the parameters (5(tx),... ,/3(tm) can be characterized by a 
linear regression model, i.e. 
Yi = F(3(ti) + ei, Var(y/J = E 
S 
and the functions can be given in the form ^(t) = ^ j . r4>r(t), where 7 i r are 
r=l 
unknown parameters and 4>r(-) are known, e.g. polynomials. When the notation 
7t' = (7i i> • • • >7* a) > i — 1,.. •, &, is used, then we obtain well-known linear 
growth curve model 
(Vi, . ..,УJ = F 
/ 7 Í \ Vl(*l), </>l(*2)' 
A t t l ) . ^ (* 2 ) . 
+ є 
where £ is an error matrix. 
In the following let vec(Am n) 
/ч\ 
U/ 
where Am n is an m x n matrix 
with the columns ax,..., an. 
The symbol eg) denotes the Kronecker multiplication, i.e 
°1,1> a l ,2 X 0 B = l
a l , l B > a l , 2 B V 
a2,l> fl2,2/ Va2,lB ' a 2,2 B j ' 
The model which is in our focus can be written now in the form 
Y = (Y1,...,YJ = ((3(t1),...,(3(tJ)+e, V a r [ v e c ( y ) ] = l ® S , 
0(ti) = (P1{ti,>rl),...,0k(ti,>rk))', i = l,...,m 
( l m m is an m x m identity matrix). 
The symbol P ^ " 1 denotes the projection matrix on the subspace M(f) = 
{Fu : u e Rk} in the norm | |x | | s_i = Vx 'S"
1 ^ given by the positive definite 
(p.d.) matrix E " 1 and M^" 1 = I - P ^ " 1 . 
In the following the Taylor series of the second order will be assumed to be 




f[ß(t,7)] = f[ß(t,7Щ + F(ť)G(ť)57 + \<t) + \ғ(t)т(t), 
Ңt) = дf(u)/дu'\u=ß{tr((0)), 
G(t) = дß(V)/дv'\v=i(0), 
к(ť) = (к1(ť),...,кn(ť))\ 
кť(ť) = Í7
,G'(ť)ð2/ i(ii)/ðüðü'| | .= W л ( 0 ) )G(ť)J7, i = 1, • •., n, 
т(ť) = (т :(ť),...,т fc(ť))\ 
т.(ť) = íУ^Ą-íí, ^ / ð ľ ð f ' 1 ^ , 0 ^ 7 , j = 1, • • • ,k. 
After m epochs the model can be written in the form 
Я [ v e c ( Y 1 , . . . , У J ] = f 0 + FGÍ7 + | к + ± F т , (1) 
f0 = [f'[(3(t1,^°%...,f'mm,'r
i0))}}', 
•F(t,), 0, . . . , 0, 0 \ 
ғ = 
0, F(ť2), ..., 0, 0 
0, 0, ..., 0, F ( ť j / 
G = (G'(ť1),...,G'(ťJ)\ 
/ W ť i > 7 i ) l 3 7 Í , O, O, . . . , 
G(ťť) = 
0, d/?2(ť.,72)/d72, O, ...., 
0 
0 
V °. °- °- •••> dPk(ti,%)/d7'k, 
s7 = (s7'1,...,s7'ky, K = {K'(t1),...,K
,(tj)', 
T={T'(t1),...,T'(tJ)', 
Var[vec(y i , . . . ,y j ] = l ® £ . 
The model (1) is given by its mean value 
f(ß) = f0 + FG87+±к + \Fт 
and its linear version is 
f(ß) = fQ + FG87. (2) 
A link between the mean value of the observation vectors Yx,..., Y and the 
parameter 7 is expressed here. The parameter 7 is unbiasedly estimable in this 
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model if and only if r(FG) = s and the matrix £ is p.d. Thus the model cannot 
be used until the number of measured epochs multiplied by the dimension k of 
the parameter (3 is larger than the dimension of the parameter 7 . The model 
of first m (mk > s) epochs must be considered in the form 
E [(vec( Y)] = f = f0 + F5(3 + \K(5(1) . (3) 
This model (usually in its linear version) is used for the determination of the 
vectors /3( tJ , . . . ,/3(tm). 
When a determination of the parameters 7 X , . . . , 7^ comes into consideration, 
then the relation between (3 and 7 must be taken into account, i.e. 
/3 = /30 + G*7+-jT(*y)- (4) 
The linear versions of the two last models are 
f = f0 + F5/3 (5) 
and 
(3 = (30 + G5f. (6) 
It is to be emphasized that a possibility to use the linearized version, i.e. the 
models (5) and (6) leads to the equivalence between estimators of the parameter 
7 from the model (2) and from the model 
0(h) \ 
MtJJ 
ßo ~mk G6Ъ 
(cf. Lemma 3.3). From the viewpoint of practice, it is very important and thus, 
except another reasons, a problem of linearization becomes important as well. 
Let the rank of the matrix F(t{) be T[F(^)] = k < n, i.e. r(F) = mk, 
r(GmA. s) = s < mk, r(FG) = s < mn and let the matrix .£ be positive definite 
(p.d.) and known. In the case £ = cr2V, the known matrix V is p.d. and 
a2 G (0, 00) is an unknown parameter. It is assumed that the matrix £ is either 
known, or it is of the form £ = cr2V and the matrix V is known. 
If the number r of the epochs is smaller than s/k, then the vector pa-
rameter 7 cannot be estimated on the basis V1 ? . . . , Yr, however, the vectors 
5/3(^),..., 5(3(tr) can be estimated. 
Thus it seems to be natural to determine the estimators 50(t{) after each 
epoch i = 1 , . . . , r, until the number of epochs enables us to determine the esti-
mator 07. These estimators can be calculated either on the basis of the estima-
tors 5/3(^),..., 5$(tm), or on the basis of the observation vectors V l 5 . . . , Ym. 
It will be shown that these estimators are the same. (Lemma 3.3). 
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The main problem is whether a calculation can be proceeded in the framework 
of the linearized version (2) of the model (1), i.e. whether the terms K and 
r can be neglected. The solution will be given in the form of some sufficient 
conditions which are inspired by measures of nonlinearity introduced by B a t e s 
and W a t t s [1]. 
The following lemmas will be necessary for the consideration. In these 
lemmas, for the sake of simplicity the model 
Y~.vn(f0 + ғíø + iw(í/з),:s) 
is considered. Here f0 is a given vector, F is an nxk matrix with the rank r(F) = 
k < n, u(S(3) = (Wl(<J/3),...,Wn0>73))\ utf/3) = 6/3^6(3, i = l , . . . , n , H,, 
i = 1,..., n, are given k x k symmetric matrices and S is a given p.d. matrix. 
(It means that a quadratization of a nonlinear model Y ~ n (f(/3), S ) , (3 G R
k 
is under consideration.) 
LEMMA 2.1. Let the symbol Xn-k(^)
 m e a n the random variable with chi-square 
distribution with n — k degrees of freedom and with the parameter of noncentrality 
equal to 5. If 
S(3'CS(3 < 2v>« 
#(-nt) ' 
where C = F ' .£ - 1F, o*max is a solution of the equation 
P{xl-k(SmJ>xl-k(l-<*)}=« + £, 
(Xn-/c(l ~~ a) Z5 ^e (1 — a) -quantile of the central chi-square distribution with 




n_k(l-a)}>l-(a + e). 
Here Jf(int) is the Bates and Watts intrinsic measure of nonlinearity (cf. [1]). 
P r o o f . See [2] and [4]. D 
LEMMA 2.2. If 
5p'C5p < 2° 
K(par) ' 
then 
(Mhe mk) (^[ft'c-^'s-^y - f)} - h'sp\ < Vh'C~lh). 
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Here 
^ - ' — > { V tyPB-F^ : ^ g R > 
is £/ie Bates and Watts parametric measure of nonlinearity. 
P r o o f . See [2] and [4]. • 
Remark 2.1. If a2 = Y'(MFVMF)+ Y/(n-k), then E(a
2) = a2 + a2S/(n-k) 
and thus approximately 
]/^ + o2ҡh = <1 + ҡh)Ф^ + 
aS 
2 ( n - Jfe) ' 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S = <r2V, V be a given nxn matrix and a2 is an unknown 
parameter a2 G (0, oo). Let C0 = F
/V" 1F. 
// 
MT M < ^(n-k)e 
A o 
then 
aS/[2(n-k)] < e , 
where 
S = ±U'(6/3)(MFXMF)+UJ(5(3), if(int) = aK$nt). 
Here the value e is chosen by a user in order to bound the bias in the estimator 
of a. 
P r o o f . See in [2] and [4]. • 
Remark 2.2. The linearization regions 
Oa = h(3: 5(3'C8(3 < ^ § f 1 (Lemma 2.1), 
Ob = ^8(3 : 5(3'C5(3 < j ^ } (Lemma 2.2), 
Od = L(3 : S(3'C08(3 <
 V ^ * ) e j (Lemma 2.3) 
are of practical use in such a case only, if the confidence region for 5(3, i.e. 
Sx_a = {6(3 : (6(3 - 5/3)'C(6(3 - 60) < X
2
k(l - a)} 
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for a sufficiently small a, is included in them. For example in the case Oa it 
means 
Y ? ( l - g ) < 2 ^ ^ 
Xk\L a) ^ #(int) * 
If this strong inequality is valid for Oa, then the model has a weak nonlin-




ar) , then the model has a 
weak nonlinearity for the bias of the estimator of the vector parameter (3. If 
0~2Xn-A:(l — a) ^ (hit) £ , then the model has a weak nonlinearity for the 
bias of the estimator of the parameter a. 
3. Solution in linear model 
The notation BLUE (best linear unbiased estimator) in the regular model 
Y ~ n (F/3, £ ) , (3 £ R
k (i.e. r(F) = k < n and £ is p.d.) means the estimator 
$ - (F'E^FJ^F'E-1 Y. If E = <r2V, then 0 = (F'V^FJ-^'V-1 V. 
The following two lemmas are well known and therefore they are given with-
out proofs. 
LEMMA 3.1. The BLUEs of the vectors 6(3(t1),...,6f3(tm) in the model (5) 
are 
W ) = [ F ' t g E - ' F ^ r ' F ' ^ E - 1 ^ - f [ ^ , 7
( 0 ) ) ] } 
= [F%)V-1F(ti)]-
1F%)V-1{Yi-fWi,¥°
))]}, t = l, . . . ,m . 
LEMMA 3.2. The BLUE of S-y in (2) is 
S7 = [G'F'(I ® E-^FGJ^G'F^I ® E"




^ G ^ Í ^ P ^ J E - ^ ^ J G ^ ) 
Li=i 
^ ' ( g F ^ / J E ^ x 
ѓ = l 
x { V W i - V 0 ' ) ] } . 
LEMMA 3.3. The BLUE 6j of 5~f in the model (6) based on the estimators 
5P(tx)^..., S0(tm) is 5j from Lemma 3.2. 
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P r o o f . Let C(t{) = P ^ ^ S " ^ ^ . ) , i = 1,. . . ,m, C = F ' O o E - ^ F . In 
/ <Wi) 











- ì . 





І = l 
- 1 
^G^cígw, ) 
ѓ = l 
5 G'(íi)F'(íť)---
1F(íť)G(íť) 
î = l 
- 1 
E G ^ J C C - ^ J F ^ E ^ X 
= 1 
x {V i-f[/3(ť i,7
( 0 ))]} = Í 7 -
ѓ l 
D 
In the following lemma several estimators of the parameter a2 are given. 
These estimators are best in the considered models in the following sense. They 
are unbiased and if the observation vector Y is normally distributed, they have 
the smallest variance among all unbiased estimators in the considered model. 
(Cf. also [4; Theorem 4.1.1].) 
LEMMA 3.4. The best unbiased estimator a2 of a2 is 
(i) in the model (5), 
r>2(5)= [vec(V--£)] , [MF ( l0V)MF ]
 + v e c ( r - £ ) / [ m ( n - A ; ) ] , 
where V = f^,..., r j , £ = ^ 
(ii) in the model (2), 
fi2(2) = [vec(Y-f)]'[MFG(l®V)MFG]
 + vec(Y-l)/(mn-s), 
/ # i ) 
(iii) in the model 80 ~ Atmfc (GSf, <J




+50/(mk - s); 
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here C0 = F'(l ® V ^ F . 
The estimators <r2(iii) and O-2(5) are stochastically independent and 
o2(2) = [(nk - s)O-2(iii) + m(n - k)o2(5)] /(mn - s). 
P r o o f . In the model Y ~ JVn(X/3,O-
2V), (3 G Rk , r(X) = jfe < n, V is 
p.d., the well-known formula 
a2 = V'(MXVMX)+ Y/(n - k) 
has been used for the estimation of O-2 (here (MXVMX)+ is the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of the matrix MXVMX, cf. [6]). Further Y'AnnY and Y'BnnY are 
independent if and only if AVB = 0 (cf. [5]). 
Since 
O-2(iii)= [vec(y-£)] , ( l®V-1 )F{MG [F
, ( l®V-1 )F]"1MG}
+x 
x F'(l ® V"1) vec( Y - f )/(mk - s), 
it is sufficient to prove 
(I ® V-^FCQ"1 {MG [F'(l ® V-
X)F] _ 1 M G }
 + F'(l ® V"1) x 
x( l®V)[M F ( l®V)M F ]
+ = 0. 
The last equality is obviously valid, since 
F'(l ® V-X)(l ® V) [MF(I ® V)MF]
+ = 0 . 
Thus the estimators <72(iii) and <r2(5) are independent. Further 
[MF(I ® V)MF ]
+ + (I ® V- 1 )FC 0 - 1 (MGC 0 - 1 MG) + CO- 1 F( I ® V"1) 
- (I ® V"1) - (I ® V ^ F C " 1 ^ ! ® V"1) 
+ I ® V^FCo"1 [C0 - CoG(G
,C0G)-
1G,Co]C0-
1F'(l ® V"1) 
- (I ® V"1) - (I ® V-^FGfG'F^I ® V-X)FG] _1G'F'(I ® V"1) 
and 
[MFG(l®V)MFG]
+ = l0V-1-(l®V-1)FG[G ,F'(l®V-1)FG]~1G ,F ,(l®V-1) 
thus 
(mn - s)o2(2) = (mk - s)O-2(iii) + (mn - mk)o2(b). 
• 
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LEMMA 3.5. If the number of epochs is r, then <r2(5) from Lemma 3.4 is 
*2(v=li:*2(Yi), 
i=i 
^2(n) = [V i-f(g]'(MF(ti)VMF((i))
+[y i-r(t.)], i = l,...,r. 
P r o o f . 
vec(y-f)'[MF(l®V)M]
 + vec(Vl-£)/[r(n-fc)] 
/Fltj), 0, . . . , 0 \ 
= vec(Y-£) ' l®V _ 1 - ( l®V_ 1) X 
V 0, 0, ..., F(tr)J 
/Cltj), 0, . . . , 0 \ _ 1 fF'ih), 0, . . . , 0 \ 
x (I^V-1) 
V 0, 0, ..., C(tr)J \ 0, 0, ..., F'(tr)J 
x vec( Y - f ) / [r(n-fc)] 
= -iiYih) ~ «o(*.)]'[V1 " V-1F(*i)C-
1(ti)F'(ti)V-
1] [Y(tt) - f0(*.)]/(n - *) 
= ;z>2(^)-
D 
Remark 3.1. Lemma 3.3 enables us to determine the estimator £7 either on 
the basis of the estimators 60^),..., S0(tm), or on the basis of the observation 
vectors Yx,..., Ym, in the case that the linearization is possible. It is suitable 
from the viewpoint of a numerical calculation and a check of a numerical reliabil-
ity. Lemma 3.4 enables us to determine several estimators of cr2. A sequence of 
estimators <r2( Y{) after each epoch is a good check of a stableness of a precision 
of measurement. A statistical comparison of <r2(iii) and <r2(5) is a good check 
of the proper choice of the functions (3{(t) = /JT(£, 7) , i = 1 , . . . , k, which must 
express the time course of deformations adequately. 
If the model (1) is linear (the terms K and r can be neglected), then there 
is not necessary to find 7 ^ , i.e. also p\ (t) = P{(t,7^), and Lemma 3.3 and 
Lemma 3.4 can be used. 
In what follows, conditions will be found under which the terms K and r 
can be neglected without any serious deterioration of considered estimators. 
4. Criteria of a linearization 




THEOREM 4.1. If the intrinsic measures of nonlinearity in (1), (3) and (4) 
are Kf?3\, Kf and K^ . respectively, and analogously Kf,^ , K^
r and 
i_"Lpar are parametric measures of nonlinearity, then 
(i) K^] < K{jnt) + K%nt) + K{pr), 
(\\\ ft-(Par) < i^(par) , 7>-(par) 
W Af(/3) - A f + A l 3 ' 
P r o o f . 
(i) We have 
fc-(int) _ 
"HP) ~ 
= s u [ \/h(G6-7) + FT(*r)]'0 ® S - i J M ^ "
1 * [*(C_7) + FT(<$7)] . s \ 
S U P | ^ ' G ' F ' O ^ E - i J F G ^ 7 J 
Since 
(#c + Fr)'(l <g> E-^MJJf53"1^* + FT) 
< UT>?'{\ ® E - i J M ^ ' ^ F r + ^/K'(I ® E - I J M L ' I 3 3 " 1 ^ 
*'<» < S U P WČG*7 : h e 
TG 
+ S U p < ÍУCCG Í7 ^ 7 Є 
Let H be a km x (km — 5) matrix with the property r(H) = km — 5 and 
H'G = 0. Then 
p g l - - ) _ pOgE-j _ F M H ( M H C M H ) + M H F ' ( I ® S"
1) 
= FfC"1 - C-1H(H,C-1H)"1H,C-1]F,(I ® E"1) 
_ D ( i 0 _ -
1 ) p ( l ( ^ - -
1 ) 
- r F " r F C - - H 
and thus 
м ( l -
_ 1 ) _ I W I C ^ - " 1 ) . pO®-""1) M F G ~ M F + Г FC-*H ' 
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- i > 
>/r'F'(I.E--)PÍg"
sr„I)Fr 
KfW^Sup\- ' S7'G'CGSy '"
 : h € 
Í V
/ K ' ( I ® S - I ) M < , ® S " 1 ) K 
+ S U P < ~ Š^ČGh : * 7 € r 
JK'O^E-^P^Tn^ . 
+ S U P | _VC'CG*y : S l £ 
Further 
r , F , ( l®E- 1 )Pi! | ' i H
) FT 
= r'F'(l ® E-^FC^HfH'C-^'O ® E - ^ F C ^ H V V c ^ F ' O ® E _ 1 ) F T 
= T ' H ( H ' C - 1 H ) - 1 H , T 
=_T'C1l2C-1l2H(H ,C-1H)-1H ,C-1/2C1/2r 
= T ,C1l2Pc_1/2HC
1!2r = r ,C1!2Mc l / 2 GC
1 l2r = r'CM_r 
and 
.int) „ _ | V ^ M F . 
Thus 
since 
^'-^iй-- j- : ' , e 
j^(int) - iv(int) т^(int) j^(par) 
Лf(ß)-Лf +Kß + Л f 
V
/K'(GÍ7)(I ® E-1)M|i®i:"l)/c(G(57) 
S U P < " ^ G ^ Č G ^ : í 7 € r 
and 
, vW/~) ( l ® E-1)ML ,® I2"1)K(ÍÍ9) _. .. M 
< sup < V_________L_£ _ _ _ : ^ - B m ^ - ^ - t ) 
V
/K'(G57)(I ® E-^P^.T^KÍG^) r m 
s u p < " ^ G Ť G T " : * 6 1 
, vW/~)(l ® E - 1 ) P ( J ® " Í " 1 ) K ( ^ ) _ . , . 






. v/(«+FT),(i®--- i)p(Fr' l)('s+FT) £ 
SUP< ^'G'CGfry : h € 
< sup < 
/ Í V / K ' ( I ® S -
1 ) P ( F
I
1 |
S - 1 ) K + ^ ' P Í ^ S - ^ P ^ - ^ F T ^ 
<57'G'CGá7
 : Í 7 € l 
dкҷадo^s- p ^ - 1 ' ^ ) 
<sup< V - ^ : Í / Ï Є R*» 
dT'(G(57)CPgT(G57) 
+ m p < .ygcc*- : * € B 
= ^ P a r ) + ^ p a r ) ) 
since 
T ' F ' ( I ® S-1)FG(G'CG)-1G'F'(I ® S _ 1 ) F T 
= T ' C G ( G ' C G ) - 1 G ' C T = T'CPgT. 
• 
Let F, = F(tx) = ••• = F ( t J , C, = F 'S"
1 ^ , G, = G(i.) = ••• = G(tJ, 
«1 = « ( * l ) = --- = K ( f m ) ' T l = T ( i l ) = --- = T ( < m ) - T h e n 
T ' ( I ® S - 1 ) M ! J | S " 1 ) T = ( 1 ' ® T 1 ' ) [ I ® ( S -
1 M = - 1 I ) ] ( 1 + T1) 
= m T 1 ' S -
1 M ^ i G i T 1 
and T ' G ' C G T = m^G'^G^ . (Here 1 = ( 1 , . . . , 1)' € Rm .) 
The intrinsic measure of nonlinearity for m epochs in this case is K^intJ 
-J-K{ini) and a n a l n m n s l v K{P } - -1-KKP ' KK l) - -A-KK } etc 
V^ A l , f ( /3) M a n a l 0 S ° U S l y A m , f ( /3) ~ v ^
A 1 / ( l 3 ) ' A m , f ~ > /m A l , f ' e t C " 
The confidence ellipsoid for 6(3 = (5f3'{tl))..., 5/3'(tm)) in this case is 
-u-_ = {*£ : ( ^ - ^ ) ' C ® C1)(<5/3 - J/J) < Xmk(l - a)} 
= {^/3: E[S0(ti)-S0(ti)]'(\®C1)[6f3(ti)-6f3(ti)}<Xmk(l-a)} 
"• i= i -* 
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How the number m of epochs influences the inclusion of the confidence region 
into linearization regions can be characterized by the ratio X2km(^ ~~
 a)/\/m ( 'max 
(cf. Table 4.1), where P{x2m(n-k)(Smax) > X
2
m(n_,)(l ~~ a)} = a + e, and by the 
ratio Xfcm(l - a)/y/m (cf. Table 4.2). 
Table 4.L k = 6, n-k = 5, a = 0.05, e = 0.05. 
m 
I x L ( - - tt)Л/~i5 
Table 4.2. k = 6, n -- k = 5, a = 0.05 
m 1 2 3 4 | 
X2km(X-<*)l\/m 11.10 12.94 14.40 15.70 
The quantity If (Par) seems to be essentially more dangerous than If(int). 
Nevertheless it seems to be useful to check the inequalities x|(-~~a) ^ ^cl^fu\ 
and a2x£(l - a) « 2^2(72 - k)e/K{^l . before each epoch. 
U , l {ti) 
When the number m of epochs is sufficiently large in order to estimate the 
vector 7 , it can be checked whether 
xl(i -<*)< 
X2а(l - a) « 
2vЧ 
^ i n t ) + j O n t ) + ^ p a r ) 
2c 
K [ p a r ) + ^ p a r ) 
« ( ! - « ) < - - - -
2л/2(mn — s)є 
K 0 / + KІУ+K. 
(par) 
0 / 
The value <5max is a solution of the equation P{xmn-A
6
ma.x) > X m „ - » (
1 - a ) } = 
a + e. 
The inequality X * ( l - a) « [2>/~~~/(i--jy
) + < ? + K^)] vlm, etc. 
can be checked for the first orientation. 
If the given inequalities are satisfied, then Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 
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